
Phomo Night in for 2 with Chicken Wings

Step 1 - Prepare

Cooking time
30 minutes 

Chicken Wings 
Butter Sauce

Phở broth
Phở noodles

Phở garnishes
Phở topping of your choice

Phomo Chill i  Oil

What do you need?
BBQ or grill

Bowl or pan (for noodles)
Saucepan (for broth)

Frying pan (optional for
prawns)

Chopping board and knife
2 large bowls (to serve)

 
 

What's in the kit? 

Get Ready Remove everything from the fridge 30 minutes prior to cooking so they reach room
temperature. While this is not crucial,  it  means that the everything will  cook more
evenly and have a better taste/texture.

For the chicken wings, preheat your grill  or BBQ to medium/high.

The instructions below are given for each the chicken wings and the phở kits so you can cook
them separately as a starter and a main course. If  you prefer to cook and eat it all  at the same
time then skip ahead to our phở kit instructions and follow these while your chicken wings are
in the oven. 

If  your phở ingredients are ready before your wings, just wait before assembling your bowl and
make sure your broth is at a roll ing boil  again before serving.

Step 2 - Chicken Wings
Chicken 
wings

Grill  cooking: Line a baking tray with tinfoil  and place the wings on the tray spaced
out. Place under the grill .  BBQ cooking: spray your BBQ grill  with some oil  and place
wings directly onto the BBQ plate. 

Keep an eye on the wings, turn the heat down slightly if  they are starting to burn.
After 15 minutes turn the wings over and baste with any excess marinade.

After a further 10 minutes, check to see if  they are cooked by pulling the wing apart,
if  the meat falls easily from the bone and the juices run clear it  is ready to eat.

While your chicken is cooking take your sauce bag out. If  your sauce has hardened in
the fridge, cut a small hole in the bag, place it  upright in a microwaveable cup and
place in the microwave for 10 seconds on a high heat, alternatively you can place
the bag in a bowl of warm water for a minute. The sauce does not need to be cooked,
only softened so it  isn't hard.



Step 3 - Phở prep

Rinse everything in water first,  then:

Spring onions – cut into rounds, diagonals, or slice lengthways (as you prefer).
Lime – cut into quarters.
Herbs – either chop them in advance, or tear in to your pho at the table (as they do
in Vietnam).
Beansprouts – wash, dry and set aside.
Chill ies – thinly slice. BE CAREFUL! bird's eye chill ies are super hot, so wash your
hands in cold water after you've cut them and watch what you touch.

Arrange all  of the above on a plate and place in the centre of the table.

Noodles Pop the noodles in a large pan or bowl and pour over enough boiling water from the
kettle to cover.  Leave to soak for 2 mins. You want them soft but still  al dente
(they'll  continue cooking in the broth). Drain, r inse and keep in cold water until
ready to serve.

Garnishes

Step 4 - Phở toppings and broth

Wash and slice, then fry in a l ittle oil  until  softened and slightly charred.

Steak

Depending on which pho you ordered, here's what we recommend:

This is already cooked, so simply cut into bite-sized pieces or just pull the meat
apart with your fingers.

Chicken

We have already sliced the steak thinly for you but you may want to cut it  up into
bite sized pieces. Set aside until  ready to serve.

Prawns If  still  frozen, run them under cold water to defrost.  Dry on kitchen paper then
fry in a l ittle oil  for a 1 minute each side. Alternatively, poach them in your boiling
phở broth just before serving. They're cooked once they turn pink.

Cut into bite-sized pieces then fry in hot oil  for 2-3 minutes on each side until
golden brown.

Tofu

Mushrooms
& pak choi 

Pour broth into a saucepan and place over a high heat. It's ready once it's at a rolling boil.  

Drain the noodles and place in your bowl/s. Lay your toppings on the noodles, then pour over the
boiling hot broth (do this at the table if  you've got good ladle skills!).

Add garnishes to your taste.

Step 6 - Serve

Step 5 - Phở broth


